Natura Brain Emails x 4

Email 1 - Why people are dumber
Subjects:
● Why people are less intelligent today
● Why people are getting dumber
● Stanford scientists REVERSE brain age 12 years
Hi [insert name],
People are getting dumber.
Across the board...
IQs… concentration spans… logical thinking… and memory retention are
ALL getting worse.
Why?
Ultra processed foods… stress… social media… and environmental toxins are
rotting our brains at epidemic levels.
But the good news is that an elite team of scientists has found a way to fix it.
Scientists from Stanford joined forces with Vanderbilt University and the Memory
Assessment Center in Bethesda to test a breakthrough compound.
A compound able to repair the brain’s billions of brain cells.
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And a compound that left the scientists stunned after it helped subjects:
Support memory recall 44 percent...
And mental clarity and speed of thought up to 33 percent.
But most jaw dropping of all…
It gave people the brain power of people 12 years younger.
Let’s repeat that…
This compound reversed brain age 12 whole years!
And now anyone can benefit from this breakthrough at home. And without stepping
foot in a doctor’s office.
If you’re eager to protect yourself and loved ones from brain decline…
To feel sharp... ‘with it’... and in control in daily life…
Watch this video presentation on this stunning brain power breakthrough:

All the best,
YOUR NAME HERE
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Email 2 - Reliving cherished memories
Subjects:
1. Relive the thrill of your first kiss
2. Relive driving home in your first car
3. Stanford breakthrough sharpens old memories
Hi [insert name],
The thrill of your first kiss…
The feeling of pride driving home in your first car…
Holidays... birthdays... and Christmases during childhood…
ALL memories you cherish.
But memories that all fade with each passing year.
Until they get blurry… confused… and you may wonder whether they happened at
all.
What’s worse, fading memory impacts our daily life too.
Like forgetting a friend’s name...
Forgetting a loved one’s birthday…
Or missing a doctor’s appointment after it slipped our mind.
For a long time, it was thought that fading memory was a natural part of
aging.
That nothing could be done about it.
And we just had to accept worsening brain fog and confusion as we grow old.
But a groundbreaking study of a ‘brain repairing’ compound has revealed that a
declining brain is NOT something we have to accept at all.
Because an elite team of scientists from Stanford… Vanderbilt University... and the
Memory Assessment Center in Bethesda found this compound is able to:
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● Support memory recall 44 percent.
● Mental clarity and speed of thought up to 33 percent.
And most jaw dropping of all…
To REVERSE people’s brain age 12 whole years.
And now anyone can now benefit from this stunning breakthrough…
Without a doctor’s appointment…
And in less than a minute each morning.
You can find out how in this video presentation:

Cheers!
YOUR NAME HERE
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Email 3 - Key to getting more done
Subjects:
1. What winners have in common
2. Key to getting more done in life [Video]
3. All day productivity solution [Video]
Hi [insert name],
Why are some people born winners?
People who achieve their goals…
Are mentally sharp and with it...
And get stuff done?
Does it come down to genetics?
Discipline from childhood?
Or the power of positive thinking?
Well, it may come down to having lots of one key brain compound.
A compound that helps people to stay focused… alert… and able to keep
pushing over the finish line.
This was the conclusion of a team of elite scientists from Stanford… Vanderbilt
University… and the Memory Assessment Clinic in Bethesda.
In a study, they made the jaw dropping discovery that this ONE compound can give
people the brain power of someone 12 years younger.
Let’s repeat that…
This compound was found to help people think… act… and perform like their 12
year younger self!
You can find out what this compound is and how you too can benefit from it at
home in this video presentation:
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All the best,
YOUR NAME HERE
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Email 4 - Trouble focusing at work?
Subjects:
1. Trouble focusing at work? (Easy fix inside)
2. Fix brain fog with THIS daily hack [Video]
3. Gives you laser focus of youth [Video]
Hi [insert name],
It was age 45 when my brain started going downhill.
I’d sit at work struggling to focus…
Endlessly flicking through screens…
Checking the sports pages…
And doing ANYTHING to avoid focusing on the task in hand.
I was a far cry from the mentally sharp go-getter of my youth...
And worried my declining brain power may put my job at risk.
Who wants to face THAT threat in today’s economy?
But the good news is that this all changed after I watched a video about stunning
Stanford research into a brain repairing compound.
A compound since dubbed ‘Nature’s Duct Tape’...
Because of its ability to help people maintain their brain power in their 50s... 60s…
and beyond at its peak.
In fact, Stanford’s scientists were left stunned after this one compound helped
subjects REVERSE their brain age 12 whole years.
Just think of that for a second…
Having the mental clarity… speed of thought… and drive you had 12 years ago.
That would be really something, don’t you think?
Well, you can find out how this is now possible in the video presentation below…
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And how you can benefit from this breakthrough to continue working at your peak:

Cheers!
YOUR NAME HERE
Email 5 - Natural Health Sherpa Style
Subjects:
1. Is brain decline unavoidable?
2. Can you REALLY reverse brain decline?
3. It reversed their brain age 12 years?
Hi [insert name],
We’re told a slowing brain is a natural part of aging...
That feeling foggy brained… mentally drained… and suffering embarrassing ‘senior
moments’...
Is unavoidable as we get older.
But a breakthrough discovery by elite scientists from Stanford means a slowing
brain isn’t something we have to accept at all.
Because they discovered a safe, natural compound able to:
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● Support memory recall 44 percent.
● Mental clarity and speed of thought up to 33 percent.
And most jaw dropping of all…
To REVERSE people’s brain age 12 whole years.
You can find out what this compound is and how to benefit from it at home in this
video presentation:

To your brain power,
YOUR NAME
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